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Block #19, cont'd.

AirLand Battle doctrine and reconciles them with the historical

examples. The next section addresses the implications of modern

battlefield maintenance - command, control and communications,

fixing forward and force structure - that the Army must come to

grips with if it wants to achieve success in battle. The section

also includes the conclusions, which consist of the imperatives

of tactical level maintenance. These imperatives are: fix forward;

provision of repair parts supply in a responsive manner; provision

of recovery and evacuation support in a timely manner; development

dof effective communications, command 'nd control; 100 % mobility
...... and the ability to operate in an NBC environment and at night.
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ABSTRACT

THE IMPERATIVES OF TACTICAL LEVEL MAINTENANCE bi Ma.ior Crr istopher P.

Rockwell, USA, 60 pages.

This study determines what the imperatives of tactical level
tank-automotive maintenance should be. Hr, examinatior -_-4 1-o hi-torical
examples, a brief examination of the tenets of trLand Battle doctr ne arc
current and emerging maintenance doctrine, and a determination of the
tactical level maintenance requirements of the modern battle are preser ted
in the monograph. The synthesis of these aspects revea's jhat the
imperatives should be.

The two historical examples util ized are the Yom Kippur War in 1973 aria the
great Soviet offensives on their westen front in 1944-45. In both Cases.
maintenance at the tactical level exhibited similar traits despite the
disparity in scope and duration of the operations. An anal ,sis of the
maintenance requirements of the current and future battlefields is
presented, revealing an intensity, lethality and electrorization nev)er
before experienced - although approximated in 1973. These reauirernent_ ;rs

compared to current and emerging doctrine, which stands up 'lel. r
impl ications section addresses issues which the _rmv rmus=_t address f -5
to secure a responsive maintenance system, mainl' force structure, comrn.r,
control and communications, and electronization.

The conclusions reached are the imperatives of tactical leuel
tank-automotive maintenance. These are: Fix forward; Provide rer,onsi,,e
repair parts supply support; Conduct responsive recoer', and e,)acuat!Dr
operations; Establish and maintain effective commard,. c: rtrol an
communications caabilit' verticall/" and laterall,: e ecjre a ..0, J.rmc :
capability for forward maintenance operations; and Deve!op the capab'Kit.
to operate in an NBC environment and at night.
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SECTION 1. INTRODUCTION

I don't know what the hell this logistics

is . . . but I want some of it."

Adm Ernest J. King, CNO, 1942

If anyone ever needed logistical support - especiall,/ maintenance

support - it was Admiral King. He got plentY of it and, i.,ith a fet., nots.ble

exceptions such as the Arizona, most ships damaged at Pearl Harbor Were

repaired and returned to service.

Over the last fort:Y-f ive years, the question whether war rs an art or a

science has increasingly been answered, 'both'. The scientific aspects ha,)e

been manifested in the equipment produced as a result of the technol-ocic.l

revolution begun in World War II and continuin toda.. ?d,ncin tecnnol 'C

has been translated into more varied, numerous and soph!sticated weapons

systems and general purpose equipment found in modern military units.

These weapons and systems general I-/ have been desi gred a ni cr acu Ireil

to support militar,, ana in the case of this paper, 'ra ctca sn.

operational doctrine. The word 'generally' is used as some rewl.' acqutre

systems have unforeseen impact. An example of th s is the M. Bradle.

Fighting Vehicle with its reduction in the stze of the rfantr.. Squad t

carries from eleven to seven, coupled with its substant Wal!, increased

firepower for the reduced squad.

As these systems have been evolving, so have their needs tor a

responsive maintenance system. This requirement t: the reason f,-r thi

paper, and leads to the research question which must continuall, be s.efl

as doctrine and technology advance: What should be the mceratives :f tank

I
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automotive maintenance doctrine at the tactical level n order for that

doctrine to support the tenets of AirLand Battle (ALB) doctrine"

To answer that question, this paper is divided into five sections. The

introduction describes the importance of maintenance on the modern

battlefield and defines the tenets of iLB. Section II de,)eloc imrperate.

of tactical level maintenance using historical examples. while Section I'.1

examines what has changed on the battlefield since then and Ce-scri ,e-

current and emerging tactical level maintenance doctrine. In Section IY.

the paper develops the maintenance imperatives of ALB and determines if

they and the historical imperatives coincide. The final section answers the

research question, raises several issues for examination 13/ Arm.,. tactical

and logistical doctrine developers, and suggests several acticris that trp

Army should take. An appendix comprising definitions and explanat ,ons c4

key maintenance concepts and terms to which the reader ma, wish to refer

for assistance in understanding the paper is also provided.

Maintenance is crucial to battlefield succe-s as i..je rtecirate mcr

sophisticated equipment into our inventor, . Dr. ;zrie) L,,r er ,:- the Certer

For Strategic Studies at Tel Aviv Universit- belieues that all modern

armies are undergoing a revolutionar' process whic, is changing the nature

of the battlefield. He calls this process electronizat~on , a descriot,. e

term based on electronics and electro-optics. It al., .cljde= sucr, tr;in: =

as disturbance-proof communications sestems. ni ht viser, deicc-. s ,e

and active, range finding and target acquisition laser s.stems, smart

munitions, the Position Locator Reference System and prnted circuit boaro-

,:PCBs).(1) Star Wars technology, science fiction fifteen -ears ago, Is

beginning to be achieved toda,.

'I
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Although sophisticated systems provide us with enhanced combat

capabilities, they also have associated costs - maintenance being one.

*The more sophisticated the army, apparently the more vulnerable it is to

paralysis and the strains of Clausewitzian 'friction', wherein thinos that

can go wrong will." (2) This is especially true in the case of

maintenance; complex equipment necessitates complexit somewhere in the

maintenance system.

The Soviets recognize the irportance of logistics/maintenance both as a

source of strength to support operations, as will be discussed in Section

II, and as a valuable target against which to focus offensi'e operatons.

Like Napoleon's predilection for manoeuvres sur les derrieres, the Soi_-=

desire to strike targets in our rear areas is empnasie: repeedty r

their operational and tactical principles. (3) John En lisr feels that tnt

Soviets will use their electronic warfare capability to disrupt NATO forces

(4) , and an ability to generate electromagnetic pulse (EMP) adds to the

capability to disrupt electronics systems not only in communicato-,

devices but also in electronic components of non-haraene .eapon; s.stemE

and repair parts. (5)

Senior US military officials are well aware of the growing importance :.

maintenance. Deputy Secretary of Defense William Taft believes that the

superior quality of our military personnel, weapons and equipment must

offset Soviet numerical superiority. He recognizes, howe,)er. that our

superiorities are insufficient unless there is a responsioe maintenance

system, and states that "The most capable and qualitat''e1 l superior

equipment is virtuallv worthless if it sits forever in the repair shop...

if the men and women assigned to operate it are not qualified.. .or ' "le

3
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run out of repair parts just a few days of even hours into a conflict." (a'

Assistant Secretary of the Army (IL&FM) Joel Bonner states treat "Without a

modern, high-technology logistics structure, we will fail." '?) Final!y.

the Army Chief of Staff states that we must be able to fix forward, that

commanders at all levels must be involved in maintenance, and that

integration of wartime maintenance training into peacetime tactical

training is critical. (8)

What these senior leaders are saying ia that in order to ,,n on the

modern battlefield, we must be prepared beforehand through command

involvement in maintenance from operator through operational levels,

realistic, integrated tactical and maintenance traininc. anc orovislon r4

rapid, responsive forward maintenance operations.

The role of maintenance in battle is easy to def;ne. :ret like an' otner

concept is more difficult to execute. My belief is that maintenance

consists of two complementary actions - one preventive and the other

corrective. The prevent ve aspect consats of actior, ta e, tY oDerat*r .

crews, and the chain of command to keep equipment in such a condition tt-

it can fulfill its intended mission. In combat, these actors 'I be

conducted whenever time permits. ( critical dimension o; tnis a2pect i= the

active involvement by commanders at all levels to ensure tnese act ons

occur. Perhaps more important is the peacetime inculr on t. the c r;, -.

command into its supervisors and operators of the necesit, to cerf'orm

preventive maintenance (PM) to ensure the reliable performance of their

equipment in battle. Lives and mission accomplishment depend on it.

The corrective aspect is infinitely more complex. it involves the

identification of maintenance faults, the recovery and or evacuation of

4



equipment, if necessarv, to a repair site, determinat.or, :14 repair

requirements, to include necessary repair parts, tool- and diagrostI-

equipment, the scheduling and conduct of repairs, and the return of

equipment to the user or the suppi system. Whereas oper.tors and cre',:a acre

generall associated wi th at most a few pieces o{4 equipment, m:inten-

ance organ izattons at all levels are responsfble for hundre= or thousands

of items/systems. This results in the requirement for ; rr acerrent =,--,.7

for the maintenance process and leadership for maintenance units.

As there are equipments and maintenance personnel at all lewels of

command, all commanders are involved in the maintenance process. It i-

their people and equipment that accomplish the mis=ionn - 're, ;ss qr. thul

the-, have a vested interest ir, the conduct of pre.ent ..e n:)r :n rr t

maintenance.

A further consideration in the role of corrective mairntenance i- te

fact that replacement items of equipment are limited. Certain p~eces c-

equipment are more important to the conduct cf the atte th.an .-.tar s.

equipment uulnerabi ities iar.. Important. ;urlnertle !:stern = . .5

combat and tactical , elhicles are the one=a that are the mc. 5 ;t t u t +t

replace. The, are etpensive and in demand b., all unr t- n .:cmbat - demar:.

exceeding suppl.,. -s the US industrial base i s .ri c . e, jtho u! an

extended lead time, of producing these an.stems at a arte that e.ceedS

Iosses as projected b., FM 101-10-1 for a rn d to hich te:,- . :-, , 1

primary battlefield source of supple becomes the maintenance system.

The role of maintenance, therefore, is to ass-ist in tne pro',51 _n , tne

physical means of conducting the battle.

5



While the conduct of maintenance is a s.stem, a s.'cter, r anri of itse"

has ittle meaning unless t operates wi th in some tyrie of frnamework. The

framework our maintenance system operates in is ALB doctr ine. -LB i the

name the Army has Qiven to its operat ional and tactical dcctr ine. The -

doctrine is based on a number of battlefield :mperatuje- , ihic , are

characterized by four tenets. fiC1i

Initiative, the first tenet, expresses the reuirerr:ent t: make tte enerm.

respond to our actions. At all levels, indi-)iduals and leaders take t.e

necessary actions w1lthin the intent of the hiqiher commander to =.t the

terms of the action. Initiative implies an aggressi,.e pursuit of offenr-',

act ion, with risk taking accepted in order to tare a rtaoe :4

opportunities. 'A ,

Agility, the second tenet, requires us to be sro!le t: :,ct ar ea

faster than the enemy - a prerequisite for seizing and retainirg the

initiative. Indivi duals and units must be ag i I e - qu i ck thr niV rig , qu , k

acting and qu ick movin, a]l.Jays wi.th a pur:, ose , sr a t

friction of battle. 'U'

Depth concerns our abi I l tz to act through t me an: -. e t: 'eh.te'er

resources are available to us. This concept embcdies te ,se c space t:

conduct operat ions - for,ard, rearward and vert c all.: an tre ue o

to plan, giving subordinates time to olan as we:.* ar t - e. ,

mon i tor execution. Mormentum and elastic' t , are -ruc a a rt ar

obtained/retained through the efficient use of all a.a'lao'e esnur-e-.

Commanders see and use the entire battlefield, prote:tr_: t heir jset-,

using their forces - committed and reserve -wisel,, and e.ploiting

opportunities boldly. ,13

6
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The final tenet is synchronization. This concept goes beyond the

coordination of activities, although this is a part of the concept. It

pertains to the effects that all available resources are able to produce,

focused precisely at a specific place and time. On the battlefield, it is

maximizing combat power potential. The concept also implies the abilit.,

respond rapidly by executing well rehearsed actions and operating

independently. Finally, it involves economy of force, appl;catior. of all

resources available, anticipation, knowledge of friendly and enemy

requirements and capabilities, and mastery of time-space relation-

ships. (14)

SECTION 2. HISTORICAL EXAMPLES AND MPERATYES

The period 1944 to 1945 on the German eastern front was one which sau

the halt of German eastward expansion, the marshalling of Soviet mil tar;

strength, and the Soviet transition from defensive to offensive operat ons.

Operations such as Bagration in the summer of 1944 anc the

Operation in the winter of 1944-1945 culminated in the capture of Berlin in

the spring of 1945.

The Soviets had lost huge quantities of combat and tactical vehicles 17,

the early years of the war because of inadequate doctrine and the lacl of

an effective repair system. Lack of mobility, inadequate stocks re:,;r

parts and major assemblies, and an inadequate maintenance structure lea to

such typical events as the 2d Tank Army losing 226 of 448 tankS on a 200

kilometer (km) road march, and the existence of only 20 operational tanks

in the four tank corps of the Southwestern Front in Februar. ot 1943. -,I

7
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By January, 944., it is estimated that the Soviets had 5 ±00 tanks to 5400

for the Germans opposing them. (2) This ratio of appro.imatelx one to one

was to change greatly in favor of the Soviets as the end of the war

approached. Soviet tank losses in the last eighteen months of the war

continued to be great - up to 50% of a unit's strenith in the first three

days of a battle - because of combat damage and maintenance failure. .3,

During the last great offensives, however, vehicle re:,ir ratec o,

maintenance units rose from 12,000 per month in 1944 to 17,000 per month in

1945. (4)

The Soviets achieved such tremendous repair rates through the

restructuring of their maintenance sstem. Tank and mechanized units ,,ere

allocated repair and salvage capabilit.' to ensure battle,jor!r es

throughout the course of their operations. f5) Units were charged witn

carrying out routine repairs and not allowing combat vehicles to 4al more

than 10 km behind the formation. Corps repair facilities ,4ere not locate:

more than 20 km from the front lines and arm repair un s no fur ther

than 30 km. (6. The army also organized army repair-reccuer, giroups ,

which supported subordinate echelons with recover. and repair assistance.

as well as an armored equipment dump which provided Clas 'II ,-in this case

combat vehicles) to combat units. "7) The Soviets also emphas1'zed

preventive and organizational maintenance .,heneer tre tact!:al stu; *:,

permitted. -18)

A significant improvement in capability was provided ., tth the +ormat;:r

in later 1943 and in 1944 of three mobile tank-assembi, repair plants

(PTARZ) and the formation shortly thereafter of mobile ark repair c,-ants

(PTRZ). These organizations consisted of a large number ot var ous shDos



with machine tools and other equipment, test stations, laboratories and

power plants, and were placed on motor vehicle chassis and trailers. 'S,

This capability permitted repair and overhaul of tank engines and

transmissions in the PTARZ and complete tank overhaul in the PTRZ in the

field, normally 100-150 km behind combat units but often onl%, 20 km to

their rear. These units could tear down quickly (18-20 hours.) and set uo

quickly (24-28 hours). During the war, PTARZ #7 repaired .3,000 tank

engines, over 7,000 tank transmissions and about 10,000 major assemblies

for other combat and tactical vehicles. (10)

The reasons the Soviets were so successful are numerous. Of primary/

importance was their ability to push maintenance capabilit-. forvward. Within

30 km of the front I nes, which today would be in a US brigade or divi=.:c'n

rear area, You could find from general support to depot level maintenance

capability. This permitted rapid turn-around and sustainment of combat

operations. Hand in hand with this was the concept of maintenance unit

mobility, which permitted responsive maintenance during offensive

operations. The Soviets also emphasized battlefield recouerv. Possessin:F -

the battlefield enabled them not only to recover battle-damaged equipment

and evacuate it to repair facilities, but also to den- the enemy the sane

opportunity. The seizing and holding of the initiative greatly enhanced

maintenance operations. Finally, the Soviets recognized the need to conduct

maintenance whenever the tactical situation permitted.

All of these lessons are applicable today. Mobile maintenance fosters

agility, and the performance of maintenance at all levels enhances depth

and contributes to initiative. The Soviets recognized that their succesS

hinged on rapid recovery. and repair of inoperative equipment.

9
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Leaping forward twenty-eight years, the oom Kippur War in 1973 presented

us with the most recent view of a mid-intensity conflict.

Israel was attacked in the Sinai by the Egyptians and on the Golan

Heights by the Syrians on October 6th. Achieving strategic surprise in the

west, the Egyptians quickly crossed the Suez Canal at numerc:us locaticrs

and pushed tens of thousands of infantrymen across. Br- the end of the

second day, they had pushed six to ten miles inland. (11 O Gn the Golsrl,

"eight hundred Syrian tanks and 25,000 mechanized infantry advanced across

terrain in parade ground fashion." (12) The actual numbers of combat

vehicles involved varies from source to source, but overall it appears that

the Israel is had about 2,100 tanks (M6Os, Centurions, t148s, MS1 Sher man

and between 300-400 T54s/55s captured during the 1'%.7 war .7,d re:,uitt 2 ?.

while the Arabs had between 3,500 and 5,000 tanks, mainl-.. T,4s and T55s.

(14) Thousands of APCs, self-propelled artillery pieces and cargo truck-

were also involved, as were modern anti-tank and anti-aircraft systems.

The war was extremely intense. On the Sinai front. b.,' eennQ of tnr.

7th, only 90 of 250 Israeli tanks initially deployed iere operatIe. . I.".I

On the Gol an, by the end of the war - i.hich lasted three weeks - the 7t,

Armored Brigade was left with only 7 operable tanks out o 30 autrorl. 1

(16) The Arabs lost over 2,500 tanks and thousands oc armored uehicIe2 and

guns. The Israel is lost over half of their tank strength, *et the vast

majority were returned to action. (1?)

It was the maintenance system, plus American resuppl., that kept tre

Israel is in the fight. On the Sinai front alone, 2,700 tanks 'ere

and returned to the battle during the first ten days. ,IS, This means

that, on average, each tank was repaired approximately three times. How

10 "%
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this done? Before the smoke of battle had cleared, maintenance teams were

repairing what they could on site. If it was beyond their capability to

repair, it was classified and evacuated. Like-vehicle evacuation was used

wherever possible to tow disabled vehicles to the nearest road, where a

transporter would haul them to a forward repair facility,. This facilit, was

located far enough forward that we would consider it part of the

battlefield. At these forward facilities, approximate.. tjo tt'rds Of s;

damaged or worn out items were repaired and returned to action. '19) The

Israelis worked 22- hour days.

Cannibalization was used extensively, especially as the war wore on.

Repair teams in the division area frequently swapped "the components of twoc

or more tanks - gun from one, turret from another, cras.s tror a thir, -

often within a stone's throw of combat." (20) Gun tubes were switched out

on the firing line even swapping 175mm tubes for 203mm tubes - in three

hours.

Anticipating engine losses because of severe sand, tast and heat, the

Israelis stockpiled engines and track forward. Prior to te co n ict, too.

also computed repair parts supply requirements for each tvpe cf tactical

unit. These items were selected from stocks and pusned for.'.ard mme,.riel ,

to the rear of that formation. Contact teams would pick up the parts neeze._

here for immediate repairs. Major secondary items such ;s engines an:

transmissions also went forward, but tin limited numrnera. n:! -emar.rc

50-60 miles behind the front lines. (21)

The reasons for the Israeli success were both ohvsical and moral. On tre

physical side, they were well trained and organized. They had preplanned

Class IX (repair parts), prestocked critical items, and pushed them forward

11
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in battle. Their battlefield recover:°° and repair system jas extremel..-

responsive; they were on site quickly, repairing as far forward as

possible. All maintenance assets and echelons of repair were located within

100 km of the front lines, although 67% of the repairs were done forward.

Cannibalization was used effectively. On the moral .ide, the maintenance

personnel were highly motivated, hard working and ingenious.

General (Ret.) Henri vMi ley, former commander ot -%rm, Hater iel Corr.mana.

attributes their success to "Careful preplanning, superb discipline. long

practice and training, and, perhaps most of all, a level of motivation

almost unbelievable to the average American." -22i

As wi th the case of the Soviets in 141411, these les-sons are esrleci al

applicable to the US Army todav. Wlthough we ma, not -1 abl; t:! -rer; .

high a level of motivation - unless we are fighting for the continuec

survival of our .country - combat and the desire to win have alwa-s teen

strong motivators of the American soldier, and, I belieue, alwayXs will be.

The Israelis demonstrated the importance of preplannirg, :restoc -.: rn,

pushing forward Class IX and major. as-emblies. The. alo i ed as far

forward as possible. Finally, their training enabled them to ,orK

effectively for long hours.. This modern, intense confli.:t cr 'o, :ded us 'i)t-

a great opportunity to observe the criticalit. of an e+fective ma.ntenanc:e

system. In a three week period, Israel lost more tin - trian the ,'-

in a year.(23i IWith loss rates this high, our maintenance =.-stem musti=

prepared to respond quickly, as it will be the main s-ource of suprl..

A comparison of the two historical examples reveal: 3, number 0+

imperatives. In both cases, the approach to maintenance turns out to be

basically the same.

I1I
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Until the latter stages of the war, the Soviets' Drimar'. source of

supply of equipment was the return of repaired items through the

maintenance system. The Israel is, who had no combat ,)ehicle production

capability and were greatly outnumbered, also depended on their repair

capability, with their tanks, for example, bsing repaired a number o+

times. The first imperative, therefore, is that the mainterance -stem must

be prepared to serve as the primary source of Class 'I! resuppl,. Tr,=

requires a tremendous preplanning effort both in or-oarization and for

provision of Class IX.

The second historical imperative is that of the necessit, to conduct

battlefield recover:. and evacuation quickly and effi_-irntl,. The pos=essor

of the battlefield has the advantage ir this are;., twere ,.re ,ren its t, :le

is in doubt, speed in operations is crucial. Both historical cases

demonstrate the requirement for. using every means available , especial.'

like-vehicle recovery'. This imperative ties in directl' 1.with the first

imperative as in many cases the item must be taken t,, a mainterarc =' *r

for repair.

Third, the ability to push maintenance capability forward i. abscte .

critical. In Soviet sectors one could, at times, find eer, le,'e' of

maintenance capability from unit to depot within ten tc. th irt: kilorrietzr=

of the front lines. The Israelis used numerous contact teams aria r:.ut.

conducted major repairs in locations barel., protected rr,m ererr. drst

fire. This forward capability reduced turn around time, thus increas-ing

available combat power. Pushing capability, forward dealt with more thar

just where it was done, it also concerned the level of capabilit.. Forar ,

capabil it-, added to the ability to conduct rapid battle-ield damace

13
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assessment and repair. The Soviets, with depot capability located cloEe to

the front, obtained rapid return of severely damaged equipment to the

battle, a capability that kept their offensives moving. The abilit' to push

maintenance capability forward is also a function of training. A high le,,el

of training enables individuals to move quickl X to the correct 1ocaticr,

and identify and correct the faults. Training fosters the growth of a t-arr.

effort - working together producing s/nergistic effects.. The Souiet-.

achieved this, but only after three Years of costly trial and error. The

Israelis had trained wel, and had the experience of a simialr war six

years prior to use as a basis of experience. Finall-.', tied to abt!it/ to

perform forward is rotivation. Both the Soviets and the I-rAeli =_. ,.ere

fighting for the continued existence of their naton= . The :n.i,,iouai

soldier was aware of this and realized that his and hi=- aril 's 1i,.,es i.ere

dependent upon his success. These facts were the ultimate motivators. The

ability to push maintenance forward, therefore, is a product of training,

equipment, organization, and motivation.

The necessity to predetermine and prestock critical rep-s:r parts ar*.

major assemblies proves to be another historical imperati,'e. On the So,'e .

western front, a tank engine was for a long time the eqiuial;ent ,: k tr..,

there always being tanks inoperative because of the lack o+ at enine. 7-,e

Israelis used the unit-tailored prestock concept expert]., '-I',:ch .sst .

in their abil it- to repair 67-'. of the equipment at di--on 3e'e r an:

be 1 ow.

The final imperative is that of the conduct of preventi.e matiritenance

The Soviets conducted maintenance inspections prior to returning to nattle

and conducted operator maintenance whenever the tactical situation

14
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permitted. The Israelis kept their equipment in excellent workiing order

prior to the conflict, with the knowledge that once a war started the°°

would not have the time to conduct time-consuming maintenance. Equipment

had to be ready from the start.

These historical imperatives should be kept in mind .as we develoD new.

maintenance and tactical doctrine.

15
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SECTI ON III. CONTEMPORARY SETTING, CURRENT AND EMERGIiG DOCTRINE

A significant amount of time has passed since these h~storical e.,arniples

- forty-two years since the Soviets began their last offensie;, and

thirteen years since the (om Kippur .-Jar. A determinaticon as to ,,jhat ha=

changed since then is important, as is an appreciation :4 the future

battlefield, so that we may continue to develop an eftectie maintenance

doctrine.

The number of systems on the battlefield has increased signfficarti.

since the end of World War II. By the end of that war the concepts of

motorization and mechanization had been accepted and t orere ,er r:e

numbers of vehicles in armored formations. Byo" 1973, the numbers had

increased even more, and most infantry in European-stYled formations were

mounted in some form of transport such as the armored personnel carrier

,.APC) of the US Army/. Toda.', most infantr.' is .mechan :, mct 4

artillery is self-propelled and almost all activities on the tattlefie

are conducted under armor or in some type of tactical veh cle. The 3-er es

MTOE for heavy divisions authorize approximately 5,000 ,ehicles. In

addition to large numbers of vehicles, there is a rrcdrferaticn of other

types of equipment, espec ially in the areas of NBC, ccmrnuncations,

engineering and aviation. There is a lot more to maint r toda.

The second difference is in the area of sophistication. So,.iet s ,tems

were generally unsophisticated at the end of W14 II , ard till toda- adhere

to the philosophx of best is the enem:y of good enough The Israelis

utilized some WW II vintage equipment in 1173 - their mo t roderr, tanks

being the M60 and the Centurion - while their i nfantrv' utiIized the MI 3



APC. Today, infantrymen utilize fighting vehicles like the 12 Bradle:,

equipped with anti-tank and large caliber small arms weapons s-.:stems and

sophisticated night vision, optics and communications systems, and are

under heavier armor than before. Main battle tanks are rel, ing more he'., .

upon electronics - lasers, computers and electro-optics. Communications

systems reach into space, as ,ifth the tactical satell ite TAC_-T', and tre

Position Locating Reference System (PLRS). These fewi examples demonstrate

what we find at the tactical level. Sophisticated equipment necessitate. a-

maintenance system that can support it, and large numbers plus a wide

variety of this type of equipment make maintenance more difficult,

Finally, lethalit, on the modern battlefield has increased. Large

numbers of anti-armor systems are found from the infantr.' squad level or, UD

as exemplified by the Dragon and the M2. Increasing numbers of attack

helicopters exist to destroy enemy systems. Additionally, the introduction

of precision-guided and hi ghl:i lethal artiller' ammunition such a=

copperhead and MILRS clearl, forecasts a large workload tor ma~ntenanrce

units in the combat zone. Also, the prospect of operatinQ in an NBC

environment has oreatly increased as evidenced by continued '.'et HBC

training and equipping programs. Lethality also applies to the increa=-ez

threat to the rear area. Soviet doctrine for airborne, air . S--. lt ;r.:.

mechanized formations at division leel and abovt snecites rear area- *s

primary objectives, and th is is where the majorit y of our l:,gi-.ti,

operations take place.-'1)

The three major changes - numbers, sophistication and 1ethalit:,- all

have a tremendous impact on a projected maintenance ,.jorkload. r
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appreciation for the future battlefield is also a neces.=it., in the

development of maintenance imperatives and doctrine.

A short war dictates that the capability to sustain through mairitensrice

must be present from the start. Major assemblies and repair oar t_ must

prestocked, thus there must be a continuous process ot pre_=tockirg,

analysis of required types and quantities of parts ;nd restockr . Urt_

must be capable of conducting operations from forward locations f-tr

extended periods of time and all levels must be capable of rapid battle

damage assessment and repair (BDAR). Reserve components cannot be rel ie, on

to be present to assist in fleshing out the rnainten:rnce c p.bi li t , at

corps level.

In an extended conflict, there will be more time available to ce'.ecpO

extensive maintenance structure. The maintenance svstem will have to hc..

its own until the industrial base can produce replacement i ters in iare

quantities. The abilit / to sustain over an e tended :e _ re. ,

extensive preplanniing, as. initial capabilities will h1 s t1 s'1acr jr.t

they are augmented b'. the arrival of reserve component rr; r, tenance

organizations and the industrial base starts to resoond. The e

scenario may not differ substantially from the short war s:enar : r

beginning, thus we ma:' see hiqh attr it ion at the s r t. t it r

slowdown as units are .-jorn out and it becomes obvious th 't r: .u

resolution will be obtained.

The battlefield itself, as ] envision it based or,,. sti.is.- te

evolution of warfare, w Ill consist of a ,ide variet.' and Iarge nurne -

sophisticated and lethal systems higIhl ., dependent upr, I tr C=on I

Individuals will be equipped with more powerful weapons and sophst'i_-.tec
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communications devices. The aerial dimension will be ut lzed more he,,

for both combat and support missions, and robotics will be used at all

levels. Remotel piloted vehicles will be utilized in the air arn on the

ground to assist in gathering intelligence and in dire-:.iro.5 4,e. -orrc.

vehicles will be smaller and lighter vet have increased ±irepoiuer ana

protection. In almost ever v case, electronics and computer S - ] I .e -.---

particular importance. These changes require a mairterlance =..stem that .-

oriented toward electronics. W~e will rely increAsingl, uron test.

measurement and diagncostic equipment (TIDE), printed circuit boards ,FFEs:

and plug-in replacement components for diagnosis and reraar.

Currernt maintenanre .oc tr ne car be found icat ter ed :, rrcn,.; a rw.te -r

documents, principall . TPkDOC Pamphlets 525-27-1 S rrr' icerational

Concept for Forward Support Maintenance, 525-27-2 (LIS Arm: -per atI ona

Concept for Recouery and Evacuation) and 525-27-3(US Army Operational

Concept +or Three Le eI r1 Maintenance . [escr i pt !ons ,f tr,e Dre'r orrn .r- ;:

maintenance operations are found in numerous tactical and 10; -ti,.

manuals such as FM 100-5 'Operations.) and FM 71-2J -Coord .t, at , n r_

, The Tank and Mechanized InfantrX Battal ion Task Force,. T- Ic.j t :

conducting maintenrance operationz ir, nit s is de scr ten 1 r, M 0cre :et

such logistics manuals as FM 100-10 "Final Drat , ,r at t C m -

and FM 63-2 ,:Combat Ser,)ice Support Operatiors - .. r. s--

maintenance doctrine is outlined in the follo,ing aragnWra .

The maintenance allocation chart (AC) - a documer,t ra :u <e ,

maintenance operations are the responsibi it:v of spect-i,: 1eoe'i ot

maintenance - is the pr imary means units use to determ re • .::r,' r

level at which a fault should be repaired. ,l.5i
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Unit maintenance, the first level of maintenance, is performed bv

operator or crew, the compan:y,/battal ion ma ntenance sect ion , or or oar , ,

maintenance teams deployed from the forward support b ttalion s marterarce

companv. The maintenance teams are specialI , tr ir,ed -, e: pre t-

conduct BDAR. Repairs are made on site or n the unit tra r; tse

tact ical si tuat ion permi ts. If repa irs are be.'ond the :-r . . , the

uni t , it requests support from the forw-ard suppor t Fria r tenance comp ,. T.

ma i ritenance suppor t team (MST) fr om the ma in tenance comparr, dec des i -

equipment is repairable on site or is to be recouered or e,)acua1ted t,

another maintenance location. Repair. parts tor the ,n t are M. rtaine

means of a prescribed load list (PLL), parts listed dr .h.sdt.. -

list (MPL) plus selected demand supported items. These ,art- are .,

perform preventive maintenance checks and services ,Pt1CS,, -.chedu'e,:

services and designated mission essential maintenance cri1..

The second leel of maintenance is intermeoiate .- -

of two orientations - tor,,jard and rear. Intenr Medi ate t:r'. r T; e .:

IKIFM) 1s performed in support of users, and its +ccJ : r= : o)n ci- _-:D rt

as far forward as possible, repair b-,, replacement -and r te ,.-ce - _

operational readines-s float .ORF). Diuisional IFI units ,_-de ;u . . .

brigades and battal ,ions, to include repair -, selected h.r ' ,

components for direct exchange , D.i . Non-di) i s' or, al I: F l ii z rt-

support, although they may be designated to provide back-u, mainterrc- t

divisional units via mobile augmentation teams. Tasks at tli; le'el r.un -

8DA, diagnosis, fault isolation, repair by replacement, and repair of

selected high usage items in support of the DFX s.,stem. This leel al-o

establishes and operates maintenance collection points ,rCP) to l.hich units
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recover their unserviceable equipment for quick repair and return to them.

If repairs cannot be completed there, the equipment is evacuated to a

location where it can be repaired. This evacuation is coordinated among

maintenance and supply and transportation units b:, the supporting mater e.l

management center (M'MC). Most IFM units provide Class I'X direct support.

Brigade/regiment IFM units maintain a combat authorized stockage list 'sLl

which supports the combat units' PLLs. The division's main support

battal ion maintains an ASL which supports the combat ASLs of the forward

maintenance companies and the parts needed by them to conduct their routine

maintenance operations. Non-divisional IFM units provide Class IVA. supoort

on an area basis.

Intermediate Rear Maintenance 'ARM) units support the theater suppl,"

system through repair of assemblies, components and modules; DX items and

PCBs; maintain an ORF; and normally are located at echelons above corps.

The third level of maintenance, Depot, operates n suDoort c. the rT

supply system, and, like IRM, is generally beond the sc:pe C,4 this- sp-er.

Recovery and evacuation operations in support of ground combat ari

combat essential support systems are characterized b, s,< princils . '3:

(I) Operators conduct self or like-vehicle recover,,* urn tz reo,,er

disabled materiel to an MCP on a main suppl .' route ' MSF' , an sunoort rn

maintenance personnel clear the MSR and assist in cleari ng the battlefiel d

of inoperable and/or abandoned vehicles as the situation permits.

(2) Maintenance units manage recovery assets under their control, and

* Cs centrally manage evacuation requests that exceed the capabilities oi

any one unit, coordinating these movements with supporting movement control
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centers (MMCs). Evacuation be backhaul on trucks is ma<imized during

tactical operations.

(3) The main support battalion ('MSBi) provides backup surport to the

forward support battal ions -FSB).

(4) The corps maintenance units provide area support and Imi ted bachu:,

recovery support to supported units.

(5) Recovery assets belonging to combat units are normall:. positioned

with the companies Yet centrally managed at the battalion leel.

(6) Corps and division assets are pooled, when required, to =upport

units in contact, and returned to the parent organizat!or ai -.on as

possible.

The operational concept for maintenance includes #our basic precert-

(1) Mobile maintenance teams from all levels will supplement capabilit.

from higher to lower.

(2) While attemptiing to keep all eh icle C robi l e. , ,-, e: r - r

may have to be o ta ined through controlled sunstitut ror an,-'

cannibal izat ion.

(3i Based on decisions made by battle damage asses-- 5::-r, d : ,,:-_

damaged equipment will be evacuated directl.y to the rnairer. n:e unit

capable of effecting the repair.

(4) Timelines, as adjusted b:, tactical commanders ai-e, or: r, e

situation, will be used to guide evacuation decisions. -urrent Qu,del -.es

are 2 hours for repair on site, 6 hours for repair at the unit raintenan-e

collection point (UMCP), 24 hours at the IFN unit in the brigade support

area (BSA), 36 hours in the division support area ,DSA, and 6 hours :r, the

IRM unit in the corps rear.
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An examination of current maintenance operations as evidenced by recent

National Training Center (NTC) rotations and major Army exercises is useful

in determining what the maintenance imperatives should be. MY observatiors

in these -areas fell into the four major areas of repair parts operations,

recovery and evacuation operations, operations planning, and fix!ng

forward. Recurring problems were interpreted to indicate that those ares

must be addressed by the maintenance imperatives.

The first area of analysis is that of repair parts operations. Problems-

identified at the NTC include the correct identification of required part=.

to the ordering activity and the failure to push repair parts - to include

major assemblies - forward. '5) Exercise observations a!=o reveal that

responsive repair parts system is required, and focus on the ability' of

maintenance uni.ts to transport the ASL. On both Reforger '85 and Reforger

'86, the lack of mobility of the divisional ASL was identified as a

shortcoming that 1 mi ted the as:ilabi li t ,-,f repair parts nd ma..r

assemblies. (6,;

The second area is the field of recover: and e.acuat!on. In half ,- the

rotations studied, recovery operations were ineffective due to the lack -,

central ized control and the inability to coordinate mc.,erent tetw, een

company locations forward and the UMCP. f.7) Exerci-e ob=e,.ations ree. .

shortage of heav,' equipment transporters ,HET. in forward s.uQpc rt url a=

well as the lack of comprehensive evacuation doctrine. (S, The first

problem is severe in that it lengthens the time inoperative equipment Is

out of the repair system - thus the battle - and forces maneuver and

maintenance units to utilize their. limited recovery assets to assi=-t in

evacuation operations, thus keeping them away from their intended missions.
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Efficient conduct of recovery and evacuation operations is crucial to the

success of battlefield maintenance.

The third area is the planning of tactical maintenance operations. In

nearly every UTC rotation, neither the battalion maittenance ofiicer BrO!

nor the battalion maintenance technician (B8T were nvolved in planning

unit operat ions, nor were battalion maintenance operations themselves well

planned. Maintenance sites, management of maintenance operations at those

sites, UMCP security and recovery operations were poorly managed and were

further indicators of poor planning. (9) Center for Army Lessons Learned

(CALL) observations also support the requirement for maintenance planning,

especially in the area of coordinating higher echelon maintenance teams

operating at lower echelons and command and control of units MSTs. .1%0

Without the ability to plan, maintenance operations will not be able to

support the fast paced, intense modern battlefield, as our historical

imperatives dictate.

The final area is the abil ity to support forward - another historical

imperative. Exercise observations reveal that there are some problems wit

MSTs - inadequate numbers of radios authorized for. ccmmunication, cOrmand

and control, inadequate numbers of MSTs themselves, and MSTS otherwise

improperly equipped. (11)

These four areas are key aspects in the development o+ tactical

maintenance imperatives.

The final aspect of our contemporary setting which must be examined a

that of emerging doctrine. Emerging doctrine is being driven by the bottom

line - dollars. Dollars, in turn, drive the active force troop ceil ing as

well as the procurement and operations budgets. A fixed troop ceiling under
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which more missions must be accompi shed - such as the manrning of the ne,

divisions - means that in order to provide adequate combat forces, combat

service support units must absorb manpower cuts. Maintenance units mu-st

therefore do more with less manpower, and this is a major determinant : n

the structure of the future maintenance system (12).

Several aspects of emerging doctrine are clear todai. The first aspac

is the nature of maintenance operations in tactical units. Equipment will

be repaired quickly as far forward as possible through extensioe use of

on-board built in test equipment (BITE), the pushing forward of well

trained, well equipped, tailored MSTs and by repair through

component/assembly/part replacement. "Equipment ./ccrmronert desinor wi

support the following maintenance priorities: first, discard at failure,

second, repair forward by replacement, and third, evacuate for repair."

(13) The concept of minimum essential maintenance onl' (MEMO) will be used

in battle - maintenance only to return the equioment to m-i-on cEcat

status. After the battle, the remaining faults will be corrected.

Additionally, much greater emphasis will be placed on operating in irs IBC

environment.

The second aspect is the increased use of electronicz in ;.'sems t:

diagnose faults, and the use of computers in the mainter.ance managemen*

process. The extensive use of electronics will reduce the number :+ re:i

parts, thus contributing to mobility, and will shorten the amount of time

needed to diagnose failure and effect repair. The use of computers w ~

systems and by maintenance units at all levels will facilitate repair Cart

ordering, assist in monitoring readiness and maintenance problems, ana ,u

be the major tool in coordinating all maintenance activities. "14)
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Thirdly, forward repair will be facilitated through the provision of

pre-assembled assemblies such as the roadwheel arm assemb1.' and full up

power packs (FUPP) to units. Use of these items will r-educe the time it

takes to repair vehicles inoperable because of transrriS on=, ernrineI,

transfers, and other assemblies requiring extensive time to put together.

K 1 51)

Finally, a significant increase in maintenance traiining +or mechani,,

maintenance supervisors, and maintenance officers w1l te tcrthcomrq to

compensate for the increased number of sophisticated s. _tems ard the

anticipated fast pace of maintenance operations or the tutljre ttleft~c

(16 ) Master diagnosticians and technical inspectors tr.ined -. K'[ P I., i '

be key personnel in the maintenance structure. ,17.)

Emerging maintenance doctrine appears to be extremel ,ell thought .out,

is comprehensive, and, if authorized and funded, will ,. ell orovide the

appropriate direct ion for mairterarce Act. iv ties rd -uz ::rr h .- :-

maintenance imperatives.
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SECTION P.). TACTICAL MAINTENANCE PEY3EiErijT.

As previousi , stated, the Arm/ will 1 not be able t: replace damaged -rad

destroyed equipment on the modern battlefield through re,, production i th

war lasts less than a Year. To support PLB, the mairiter,;rice -- *E'erfi t.u :

capable of rapid repair and return of equipment to the U-er.

There are a number of factors . hich influence the "rm. - at ,It t:

provide the forward maintenance required bx "LB and as such constitute r-

requirements of a responsive s.ystem.

The first requirement is the abilit', to fix, forward. Bitt'e damage

assessment and repair is crucial. To accompl ish HDP, technicianis rr, u-t -,

well trained and equi pped. to i n clude state-of-tr-;r T"1,1,E. "7. crider

focus the maintenance effort, tactical commanders must pr ;or ti-e eouprr.

to be repaired during the battle prior to its commencement and noti>. the

appropriate agency of any changes during the battle. Traiirig for the

conduct of +orward maintenance must ocus ori the .E20 .--- ,- t.

The second requirement i s the ab i it,, to prcvde r -r- o e d-

support. IJnits must have a PLL that supports their combat creratons.

the ASLs that support the units must be mobile, suppcrt tse FL;Ls a r +

direct support maintenance units requirements, and nc~uoe Fi'FF- ar,

crit ical pr ea ssembIe d asserrbl1,1e and com, onent s. - re.:. or - ,

required to support combat operations as well. 4lthougr r F. - -in

concept, the intensity of the battlefield will quiczk , elm ,ate i t Es

major factor. Finall,, controlled echange and cannibalzati-zr, must r.e

effectively and extensively as a major source of repair parts.
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Third, recovery and evacuation operations must be performed rapidl, -and

tightly controlled and coordinated at all levels. ith damaged equipment

serving as the major source of resupply and a key source of repair parts,

battlefield recover' and evacuation serves as the means of moving the

equipment to the repair site and is thus a critical ste, n i the re-air

process. "Probabilit' statistics predict, and the M'dle E_-at e Der er,!:Ce

bears this out, that three operable systems can be made +rom e, erv 4i,.,

disabled ones. In a 1,000 tank force with a loss rate of 100 tanks per da.,

without recovery and evacuation, the force is annihilated in ter dars. 4ith

a system that can return three of five, at the end of ten da's, there are

still 600 operable -.stems. " (3. Additional 1-, solJer- must te tr ..-c:

and vehicles equipped for self and like vehicle recov er..

The fourth requirement is the ability to command, control and

communicate. This concept also includes the ability to conduct effecti-e

planning in limited time. Planning determines the oroianizat.-n :f

maintenance assets in support of tactical operation-, estat.l -re-

priori ties, and assists in preparing for subsequent operations. Operat ir,

within the commanders intent, actions take place which sustain the bat'e,

and a combined arms effort must be achieved if w.-e are to be succes=s !l .-

critical factor in this effort is the responsiveness o4 the maintenance

sstem to the tactic al _ituation. Communicatio-n s must t i, a !rt ne :etudee-

supported and supporting units as well as among the varous comoonen.s o

the maintenance system such as recovery and e,)acuation teams, M'ST_ ann BDR

teams. Planning is the basis for success, with command, control and

communications permitting its implementation in all theaters of operato,,rs.
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Fifth, maintenance units must be mobile . t div i ior, level and e1'

maintenance units must be 100, mobile, to include the ;SL. MSTs that

operate with the maneuver units must be equipped vii th armored mair terar,,-

vehicles so that the- have the same mobility as the ijrjits the. support. .-

Other MSTs must have the ability to move quick],.' around the battlefe iel

conduct BDAR. All maintenance units must have the orooer crrmruncat

equipment to allow them to respond quickiy to the situation.

The sixth requirement is that maintenance units must be capable of

operating in an NBC environment and at night. "The So,.iets do riot -ercr'.',

clear delineations betw.een conventional, chemical and nuclear warfare. :t

is possible that chemical ,,eapons will would be used e-ri . r, anr .:,rer .t-

or from its onset." ,5i Additionall , the rapid and ,terne .. ce .-

battle means that units will be operating twenty-four hours a day. The

requirement for nighttime operations means that maintenance units will

require the capabi I i ty to work under some type of pr:,te.t or, that rerm t-

use of lights.

The Air Force is investigating collective protection she ters - r

maintenance operations, 1,6) and so must the Armv if .,e are t,: susta n 'se

battle. In some instances, operating in MOPP 4 deqrade- rn. rtenar ce

capability by a factor of fi,e..',.2 Utilizing fixed fa: i , ties n a t u z

area jill help reduce the si nature of heat and I1i gh*" r. Z -i* 1. " -

protection; however, some type of lightweight, portable shelter that C3f

also accommodate heavy lifting equipment must be made a 1 aL I

The final requirement is that of the development o+ an increase,

tactical capability for maintenance units. The threat t: jr reiar a, ,il
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become more pronounced, as previously mentioned. Maintenance unit=. must be

able to defend themselves against partisans and small enem; units, thus

require heavier weapons than currently authorized as ,,ell as greater

knowledge and training in defensive operations. Maintenance leaders must be

able to monitor and understand what is happening in the :,attie so as to

anticipate maintenance requirements. General Gal',in points out that "The

logistician must be a tactician with a keen ability to sense the flo,. of

the battle", and that logistics units will be doing more fighting than ever

before. (8)

These are the requirements that our current AirLand Battle doctrine

demands of our tactical maintenance units in order to sustain the modern

bat t l e.

AirLand Battle doctrine, however, is not theater unique. The US Arm,' vas

no guarantee that it will fight its next battles in Europe, and that is wti ,

we have a number of OPLANs which cover various continoencies thr.-,uQhout the

world. The theater we operate in has ma.ior ,mp' Icat ion fo:,r the tpe ,Of

maintenance support that needs to be provided, .et few logi-sti - octrn,

publications more than acknowledge the obvious differences.

Field Manual 100-5 'Operations) clearly recognizes the difference amnro

theaters and devotes a full page to the concept as ',Mell s three page= to

special environments. On the other hand, FM 100-1I (Ccm'at 0e . <: ' -.

mainly addresses contingency planning when considering non-routine supoort,

and caveats the planning process by stating that the "prnctples set forth

...can apply as well to mil itar' operations an:,where in the world. ', 1

63-2 (Combat Service Support Operations - Division? indicates that b:
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exhibiting responsiveness, flexibility and initiatie, we can support

anywhere. in the wor Id. (10)

Maintenance operations are directly influenced b." the various ph:'sical

aspects associated with different theaters of operation, particularl.

terrain, climate, lines of communication and host nation support 'Ht':,

Whereas Europe closely resembles the United States in almost eerv rescect.

other theaters are Jastl, different - Southwmest Asia beino an excellent

example. The- terrain is desert in many locations, rock-, and mountainous in

others. These factors dictate that there will be numerous suspension

problems. The abundance of places for combat vehicles to hide indicates

that there will be a large number of turrets hit t,, direct "'ire. 'eh c,-_>I:_

will bog down in the sand, thus recovery will be a major recuirement.

climate is hot, with blowing dust and sand. This translates to a lot -_

engine problems - cooling and air filtration - and associated repair parts,

such as filters and coolant. Lines of communication are ver, limited. Road-

are few and of general I,, poor qual it,. Th is , c :mbined '.' t ,e, m-r r

and airfields, imposes restr ictions on vehicular flow, trus effectir,

resupply and evacuation rates. The distances from our :ut.inrro Da-e. r

the US and West German. are e-tremel. long. 6-Y air, fr e: &ample, t Is,

from Bonn: to Cairo and Tel Aviv about 2,100 miles; to R'.adh about -u

miles; and to Muscat about 3,500 miles. The theater t-e> - e

internal lines of communication would be much greater thar, in Europe. .'

Fixed facil ities are imi ted, as is water. Final 1I Ho t Hat :n tupcor

extremely limited, as there are no major industries ard a lac: of he',

equipment transportation assets.
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Other theaters offer contrasting requiremente. In <:rea, rugged r,un ta;r

ranges and very bitter winters ha.e mair tenarzce imp I cat o n,: a: do t"e

jungles, heat and humiditv and poor I ires o+ commun caton in Letral

America. Maintenance doctrine must make nro i-.on ,zr Ir,t ij r :.: , ?

theater, as does FM 100-5 riot j.u.s.t a dress i t i 't t

manuals, or write it off under the gui se of ", a e ",cr .- ,

the theater influences doctrine, it does not influence the mra:n, terance

imperatiwres. We must be able to accomplish the mainterance Mr _-2i or r

effectively any place and at an-, time. The requirements outline how- we 0o

about it, whereas the doctrine tells us more =pe fI c; 1. ,..hat tc. do.

We must now determine if historical Imper ti.,e--, a'e renu er ts tc-

support the future battle, and the requirements o, Eu-ppo,r :; LE: -7-; "

For means of comparison, I will utilize the requirements ot tactical

maintenance support of ALB.

The first requirement is the abilI t/ to fix for.lmard. E:ct- the Q+=

and the Israelis considered this crucial to the suc.... :,f the z t a . -

realized that they could not afford extended repair tirnes, and utilize

mobile, forward capabilities to secure rapid repair and retjrn. The

Increasing lethality and sophistication also dictates that f :. ori ar- .. ,

continue to be critical. This requirement Is common to all three eerrent

of comparison.

The second requirement, responsive suppl support, .als is commn t: the

three elements. The Soviets formed repair parts units and pushed the,

forward. The Israelis developed repair parts packages ta red fr -pe: _
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units. Additionall.., the develop i rig trend of f ri Q fcr...n-r,: t'/ r-e.D

dictates the requirement of a responsive supply system.

Third, immediate reco,.,er:; and ev)acuation was apprec-iated arid practIce,

b': both the Soviets and Israelis. Distances required to be co,..ered ',ere

reduced by locating maintenance units fori,.ard. Incrcne_.zen rurrber - =. = .E =

on the battlefield of the future, plus the len th o4 t i e !t ,,c, uld t;;ei

gear up the industrial base confirms the requ !rerrert ,:4 tie m :rte,-ce

system to serve as the primary source of suppl, of equ iprrert . thus t.

equipment must first arrive at the repair site before the repairs_ o:r,

beg i n.

The net u equirerent is one whic h has alw.va..-, beer :rcer. .a r-"

certainl.' ,.,i con tinue to be - the requirerrent for eecte aoF:er.:,

control and communication. The Soviets had to implement kn eter , r, -

of couriers and designated maintenance units to patrol roads lookir,o or

business.,,12) The Israelis established a straggler e .: th',e re -r

combat area rere eou pment could be recovered to. "_ -L. t ..

the future requires maintenance units equippe ,i. tr adeou te rs:o:'s a".

h ighl, trained, well equipped units to respond r ap Z to th, e - . t ; ;::._-,

c I-i an g i n g t ac t c a 1 -i t u at i on. Th i s I n c 1 u des the ,r ,u i r . r erre r t

able to defend themselves. ,.14)

The f i th req u remer t , nob I , t a, s i nd ]' be a: .' t.-

successful tactica I aintenance operatot:,rs. o3L et . .ar:t .

motorized, to include numerous depot act i I es. -d. ,,et tac c,,.d;

maintenance operations are 10 0*,; mobile.-,. Israeli c'ru=-_- e I,. o7 ma ter :

teams and repair parts forw.ard indicates their bel let nobi, ,l 1 C-.ur
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abi] it to support ALE toda/ and in the 4utur e depends olr, cur rTICi I t or,

the battlefield, thus all three elements are in accor.d. :16)

Fir, al 1 ,, the abi 1 t, to operate at ri ght and in n r;BC entu iorment La,.e

only been partial l. demons t rated h i tor i c A 1 . , th the So-3 f s srj the

Is-.r ael jork ked cort nu o us , dur ir, intense combat, ho,,een e opti -

night -, sion cap bi t ies that exist now and .ill r th #utr .1

requi rement to operate in a mode secure trom observat ion. The 'Ar.C aSect E.

one that we must prepare for giver the Soijet capabilite--, and this=

prepar-ation requires proper. tr-aining and equipment.

The differences that exi:st among historical irm perati _cz an currrnt LEs-

requirem e t, as ,,e 1 asE ,,jhat ,wi l l be reou red ri ti e .ture. - ' ,

non-e : i ster t
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SECTION 5. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Based upon historical imperatives, the requirements of supportino iLE,

and the maintenance needs of the future battlefield, I have concluded th.t

the six imperatives of tactical level tank-autcomotive nairtenance

operations are: Fix forward; Provide responsive repair parts support;

Conduct responsive recovery and evacuation operations; Estabi i sr and

maintain effective command, control and communications capabilities among

maintenance elements and with supported and supporting tactical and

logistical organizations; Secure a 100% mobility capabilitv for all

maintenance elements that provide support forward: ard oe'elcn the

capability to operate in an NBC environment and at night.

During the conduct of my research, several other issues have come t:

light which, although beyond the scope of this paper, are directly related

to the conduct of maintenance at the tactical level. Even though current

and emerging doctrine do support the tenets of "LB, the f c ." r

still need to be examined by the maintenance community and HO as we- B

"Modern weapons systems require: special tools, special parts. spec;) 1
,

trained mechanics, special documentation, special technical a=si=s nce,

test, measurement and diagnostic equipment." (1.) The krm' and the

maintenance community must keep this in mind as they make 4orce structure

and procurement decisions.

General Galvin rightly believes that "Tooth to tai1  is a magnif:centl.'

effective image, but it conveys a vastly oversimplified Rnd dangerous

concept for logistics." (2) While we seek to increase combat strenoth, ,oe

are counting on productivity gains and the transferring of logistics
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functions to the reserve components - with selected reserie unit- teino

moved higher on certain TPFDLs ("Time Phased Troop Deploment List - to

provide the correct level of support and riot lose an, lot=.tcstl

capabil it,. (3) These concepts must be scrutini zed uer ,. t e i. TK .

Army must determine the 'how' to do more wi th fe.iqer Den, rd tur, tpr

"how , before spaces are remo-ed from active component :qst:ai nfl .

fear that this has not been done adequately'.

The abiliti to fix forward is currently, limited b' force structure 3r-.

equipment authorization, and this disparitx w.i ll cont1nue as lon as. ,e

operate in an environment of constrained resources. Pe-ponsi-e -upDW.

support revealsZ. some mi nor discrepancies - =ome es-t 1,,- tri, ;u r :.

remainder operational. Tactical maintenance units must be able to pr:'),-:e

parts quickly, thus using units must have the capabilit, rapid!, to

identify the required parts correctly and transmit them .uickl> to the

supporting r ,epair parts suppl] er. Maintenance ,r, t- r,u-t -,, rr.=

the correct parts, to include FUPPs and assemrni es. The :per . -. na?

involves the provision of historical repair parts con umptior, dat.k to

maintenance planners. This data must be de'eloped ir orier to :ermt

planners to anticipate requirements. The command, ,=ontrc. and c omr ;r,:t;:r

requirement is similar to that of suppl'y support. Hdequ5te u : rn!e-: r z

be authorized to enhance the activi t ies of BDAPR, MSTs, mf_Ps ard reccer.

and evacuation, as well as to monitor the current tactical situation -all

of which occur simulthaneouslr. Equipment must also pro"i de the meat.= Cor

mobile operations, at night, and in an NBC environment. The maintenance

community must quantifx the minimum requirements to accormipl i s this. i c.ar,

maintenance mission, in various theaters, under ,uarvmng intensities o
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conflict. The Army must be made aware of these personnel and equipment

requirements, and realize that there is a cost which must be paid in order

to realize the tactical maintenance imperatives.

The second issue is one that concerns the human dimension of command,

control and communication - training and morale. Our most recent e;-perience

under extended combat conditions - Vietnam- indicated that some maintenance

units subjected to even short periods of indirect fire ma," ha'.'e a problem

maintaining productivity. Maintaining productivity under extended, intense

combat conditions is something that maintenance training must emphasize.

(4) We must train in the areas of NBC, MEMO, BDAR, cannibalization and

controlled substitution, and at night.

LTG David Elazar of the Israeli Army belieces that qual it., in an arm ,

a function of three factors: the will to fight, a sense of nationality and

cultural/technological sophistication, and its efficiency, organization,

training, specialization, discipline and the ability clf its ccmmanderE .

For qualitv maintenance, these aspects of the human dirr-nsion must e

incorporated into maintenance doctrine. It is also my belief that thr:ugh

focusing on these issues, a high level of morale will be a bv-nroduc'.

The third issue concerns the imperative of fixing forl.tard. specifiitY.

our increasing rel ance on electronics, an issue of prim %,  concern ts :

maintenance communi ty. TMDE is becoming more crucial as ths dei e r-=.

grows, and I question the adequacy of TMDE units as currentl, structured.

to support forward. (6) Ae also must "increase the e: perience level cf our

electronic maintenance personnel, structure more generic MOS, and procure

equipment that is designed to be supportable within the manpower, qual it.

and quantity constraints" (7) currently imposed by force authorization
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documents. Further complicating this is the fact that some TMDE used at

intermediate DS and GS units is outdated. (8) This ties in directly with

the cost of fixing forward of which DA must be aware. Finally, the effects

of EMP must be considered in the development of hardened tanY-autoot1.'e

equipment and a hardened storage capability for electronic repair parts and

components. (9)

The final area of concern, and perhaps the most important, pertains to

the Army at large. It is the imperative of command, control and

communication, and specifically concerns command involvement in

maintenance. Quoting General Galvin again, "He who carries the saber mu.-

also carry a wrench." 110.) Commanders at all levels and of 31 t 'pes ct

units - to include maintenance units - must involue themselves in

preventive and corrective maintenance. It must be emphasized in peacetime

so that it will be conducted properly in combat. The practices of the

Israeli Army are useful in this area. Maintenance ;s one of the hi:hest

priorities of any unit and is the top priority in armored units. In the:e

units, the maintenance officer attends all staff meetincis at all le'.els,

and the maintenance officer holds the same rank as the senior log istcs

primary staff officer. The maintenance officer also assists in develoDent

of operational plans. Preventive maintenance is conducted feithfull.. t

include daily in combat. Also, to place it in perspecti,,e, if matnten;ance

faults are detected which could have life-threatening consequences, at

investigation is conducted which can result in prison sentence= and, cr

relief - to include the commander and the maintenance officer. The

successful performance of the Israelis in combat is in no small manner

related to the importance they place on maintenance. (11)
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The tactical commander must also be aware of the importance of

maintenance to the sustainment of combat power, and consider the

maintenance imperatives in the planning and execution of tactical

operations.

These four issues can be reconciled with the maintenance imcerative=

only by a concerted effort of the Army's and the maintenanc: c:rrmunit, i

leadership. Current and emerging doctrine is sound and forward-looking.

"The US Army Operational Concept for Forward Support Maintenance in the

AirLand Battle", prepared by the Ordnance Center, and DA Pamc'hlet 70C-

"Maintenance - Preparing for the 21st Century" prepared b, the 0f+ ice

the DCSLOG, are excellent works and clearly address the majortv of the

maintenance needs of a modern army. Our basic requirements are twofold.

First, the maintenance community must determine and clearl' articulate Its

personnel and equipment needs to support the future battle. Secondl'-, the

Army must examine those requirements and determine ',hat =c.r of ca :-ab ,

it wants at the tactical level. There is no cheap solut ron a- both ,

trained personnel and sophisticated equipment are required in orner t::

provide forward maintenance. To put this into perspectie, there will be no

battlefield success without forward maintenance, and the US rrr. neens to

recognize this.

Historically, countries fighting intense combat foir r. ti:ra urv "i-

have recognized the requirement for forward maintenance. We ha,)e the right

doctrine. The imperatives are clear. The US Army' must nc-.j respond

appropriately to the requirements of tactical maintenance or risk failure

on the modern battlefield.
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APPENDIX A

DEFINITIONS AND CONCEPTS
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DEFINITIONS -'I)

Active Repair Time. The time during which one or more technicians are

working on an item to effect repair.

Automatic Test Equipment. Equipment which carres out a ,redetermirne.

program of test ing for possible mal funct ion 'oi thou t re 1i ar ce on

human intervention.

Battle Damage Assessment. The process of determinin,: the extent o battle

damage in order to decide whether to repair, reccrver, cann ibal ize or

evacuate.

Cannibalization. Autrorized removal of serviceable or econorncalli.

repairable parts, components, and assemblies tr-m un-s.rceat}e,

uneconomically repairable or excess end itens to sup :r t -_up,!.- aril

direct exchange operations, or for immediate reuse in restoring

another item of equipment to a combat operable/serviceable condition.

In peacetime, only maintenance units ma-x per orrn cnn' a' i:.&tion,

while in ,jar time, the pol i cx is establ i shed Ox. hicher sesiquarters,

Controlled Exchange. Removal of serviceable parts. cornonents, a--se,,L. e-

and subassemblies from unserviceable, economicalIf rer,_':ratbe equuiTet

for immediate reuse in restoring another item to a combat oera'w1

serviceable condition. lhen possible, the mob l i t, ro.f ,ehiclr- e r,:r

which parts are removed is maintained. Controlle: e;:crrn.e !s Der :,r

by all levels of maintenance, under guidelines establishei b, hicher

headquarters.

Corrective Maintenance. That maintenance performed to restore kn item t-, a

satisfactory condition by! providing correction of a malf.trction ,oh chri
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has caused degradation of the item below specified performance.

Evacuation. The removal of equipment from the battle area to a point where

it can be repaired. This action is coordinated among --.uppl,"

maintenance and transportation elements.

Forward Support Maintenance. Maintenance oriented to,ard quick turriar,-,ur.

to the user in order to maximize combat time bi mirimi:inc rce:air and

evacuation time. A thrust to repair, items as far fcrar d .itr n

tactical time criteria, or to recover and evacuate to the point vjhere

repair car be accomplished.

Major Maintenance Tasks. Inspection, replenishing consurable parts,

troubleshooting, removal, removal and replacement, remo,.,a1 ard

reinstallat ion, repair., adjiustinent,"'a ignrmen t,  a 1 brEt *- ± ur ct

testing, refurbishing, and conditioning.

Maintainability. A characteristic of design and installation which is

expressed as the probability that an item will conform to specified

conditions within a given period of time when rriainteri.arce .ac -r

performed in accordance with prescribed procedures and resources.

Maintenance. All actions necessary for retaining an item ir, or restorrin:

it to, a serviceable/operable condition. Maintenance includes

servicing, repair, modification, modernization, overhaul, inspectici,

and condition determination.

Maintenance Collection Point. A point operated b,, orqar:atcr 1 ,

divisional or corps maintenance units for collecting equipment for

repair, controlled exchange, cannibalization cr. evacuation.

Maintenance Guidelines. Criteria established by maintenance commanders or

which maintenance priorities are established. Maintenance guideline:
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are based or the tactical situation, cr tical t. of eauipme r , * .e 45-_

extent of repairs required, time and resources availabe, in accordance

with priorities establ shed by the force commander

Maintenance Sequence. Detect, locate and isolate, repa,;ir rerou and

replace/remove and repair,' re install, adju=.t.,al tan and cal ibrate,

and test.

Major As=-embl: . An asserrbled, major po.,wer trin r corrporer, . E .ampl es j.re

engines, transfers and transmissions.

Prescribed Load List (PLL). Those repair parts and other maintenarCe

related items required to perform authorized unit maintenance tasks.

The PLL includes those items designated as combat i terms. - corbat

essential repair parts necessar., to sustain a unit during i nti.l

entry into combat. Under combat conditions, non-combat es--ential parts,

such as those required for peacetime legal or safety requirements, an.

those used for comfort or cosmetic pruposes, will be evacuated or left

behind. The PLLs of the companies of a battalion ma. :e c,1 cca e. .,r

ease and efficiency of management.

Productivity. Efficiency of work, facility in producing output.

Recovery. A unit responsibi lit, involving the retr ieval ,f irrb le.

inoperati)e or abandoned materiel from the effect= cf direct fire o,

other hazards - e.g. contaminat ion - and its movement tc, an IICF,

ISR, or a forward maintenance si te for di spos it ion , rena r c-,r

evacuation. Recovery operations include self recover.', reccver." -

a similar or another type of vehicle, recover:, b-/ spec ial ized recovEr.

equipment, and recovery by supporting maintenance units.

Repair. The process of returning an item to a specified condition,
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including preparation, fault isolation, item procurement, fault

correction, adjustment, calibration and testing.

Repairability. The capability of an item to be repaired.

Test, Measurement and Diagnostic Equipment (TMDE). Equioment .sed to

locate and/or ic.olate malfunctions, measure mechanical/hy.draulic,

electrical performance and determine dejiance from prescribed

standards.

Troubleshooting. The process of investigating and determining the cause

of an equipment malfunction by means of systematic checkinc or

analysis.
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